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Fact Pattern

1. The always post law enforcement at public library with an Officer with high rank and 
experience, in the force.

2. The control persons with bags, as to say homeless people must be place under controlled 
movement, but he same rules do not apply to women with children, yet babies cannot red.  Why
allow a woman with her babies and a baby carriage to enter and not a person with a two or three
bags, who is obviously homeless?  He poses a lesser threat, because she has a place to take stuff
and she has the ability to bring destructive elements in or out?

3. Across the street from the library is a false sense of security that does not exist. The Chapter 13 
office for the city debts, is behind a steal gate.

4. But next to it is two law offices and they have mail shuts granting access to the inside of the 
building.  They can be easily torched with one gallon of gasoline.

5. At the corner is a camera given a false sense of security, at any time day of night, one person on
foot or even in a car or shooter can pour on gallon of gas into each law office shut, burn down 
all those offices, to include the Chapter 13 Law office and they can claim all evidence was burnt
up in fire.  This ca be done in a moment’s notice.

6. IN the same location near Greene Street, The Circuit Public Defender O1ffice is vacant, having 
one or two person inside it during weekdays and is enough persons to answer the phones.  The 
Public Defender Circuit of Augusta, GA, has about 9 commissioners assigned.  At most, I have 
seen one or two persons inside this building during the weekdays, this is enough people to 
answer the phones to make the Office of Public Defender seem like a legitimate up and running 
operation.  However there is no right to an attorney in Augusta, GA.

7. This is a violation of Mapp v. Ohio, Miranda v. Arizona. The 5th Amendment to the United 
States Constitution, ROE v. Wade, Roe v. DBA Jesus Christ (U.S.S.C.) 2017

8. Wherefore. Augusta, GA, is clearly lawlessness.  And the currency is counterfeit. This 
municipality is bankrupt under chapter 7 and not chapter 13 wherefore it cannot levy taxation,

9. Under such condition, there can be no law enforcement because Augusta, GA is lawless under 
the United States Constitution,

10. Wherefore, I hereby declare Augusta, GA. A Confederate Government and under siege.
11. Augusta, GA is hereby place on the high priority list and placed under Martial Law and military

rule.
12. The State Attorney of the State of Georgia, office located in Macon, GA. Is vacant.
13. The State Attorney of the State of North Carolina, is interpreting federal law.  This is 



unconstitutional and is judicial plagiarism.  Florida v. Frank Paul Jones.  2017.
14. Any State government who obeys or even solicits this legal suggestions or acts on the legal 

decrees of the State ATTORNEY GENERAL of North Carolina is actor in the overthrow of the 
United States Constitution.  LAWLESSNESS IS THE DECREE OF THE CONFEDERATE 
CONSTITUTION.  LAWLESSNESS IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL.
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